Retail Gap Analysis
Stawell and St Arnaud
Prepared for Northern Grampians Shire Council
Update October 2018
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About us – “Insights driven Implementation”
We are a retail advisory and consulting practice that builds retail channels and increases the performance of existing
retail businesses, in all sectors, through our customised and transformative ‘Business Fitness™’ methodologies.
Since 2005 we have partnered with our clients to build powerful, award winning, sustainable, and “fit” implemented
retail. Ensuring our clients consistently achieve above benchmarks, build sales and margin results.

“The wealth of industry experience that Retail Doctor Group delivers will always save valuable time and money
when you are trying to inject real substance into your business plan to achieve long-term measurable
success.” – Vodafone
Our point of difference to many consultancies is that we roll up our sleeves and implement solutions that
ensure sustainable ‘business fitness’ is achieved.
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Northern Grampians Industry Sector
Plans Update
Identified challenges in the retail sector in the Northern Grampians region include:
• Lack of vibrant retail activity and diversity in product offering for the local community which triggers escape expenditure outside the Northern
Grampians to larger regional centres such as Ballarat, Bendigo, Horsham, Ararat and online shopping. Thus causing increased pressure to provide
price reductions or discounts in line with web-based shopping;
• Lack of diversity of product offering for the significant tourism market which negatively impacts extended and repeat visitation;
• Retailers not meeting the demands of the significant tourism market including weekend opening hours, products, marketing and customer service;
• Limited engagement with, and consolidated marketing efforts to target core visitor markets such as Melbourne;
• Lack of online presence including website (including the ability to purchase online) and social media for both businesses and tourism;
• Retailers approaching retirement age, resulting in businesses closing;
• Some “second rate” retailer offering in prime locations;
• No overarching activation strategy for the retail sector including planning for development land for larger retailers, attraction strategies, marketing and
business development;
• Like the manufacturing sector, once businesses are lost to the community, it appears very hard to back-fill the gap;
• The commercial value of businesses (and property) will mean that some operators will simply close their doors or struggle to find buyers for their
business, particularly when the value set is higher than market appetite;
• Difficulty in attracting and retaining good staff and finding motivated younger people to work in the sector.
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Project Brief
The objectives of the overall project are to:

• Conduct an audit of the current retail offering in Stawell and St Arnaud, including gaps, floorspace and development opportunities;
• Report on the key findings including identified gaps in product offering, opportunities and barriers to attracting retailers to Stawell and St Arnaud;
• Provide evidence-based recommendations to assist Northern Grampians Shire Council to develop and implement a retail activation and revitalisation
program;
• Provide the Northern Grampians Shire Council with an action plan including a retail activation and retail investment attraction plan;
• Provide recommendations to develop stronger links between the retail and tourism sectors in the Northern Grampians to leverage off the significant
tourism market;

The broad aim of the gap analysis is to provide sufficient evidence and an action plan to deliver an informed retail activation and revitalisation program
which places Stawell and St Arnaud in a stronger position to attract a diversified and vibrant retail offering.
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Methodology
1. Strategic Review

3. Desktop analysis

Review of all strategic documents relevant to Northern Grampians Shire,
including documents at a local, regional and state level.

Including;
✓ Analysis of area demographics and target consumer segments
(Both local and tourist)
✓ Determination of key retail statistics including floorspace, key
categories
✓ Analysis of retailer performance by category
✓ Retailer gap analysis
✓ Correlation of current capability against forward plan
✓ Review of current tourist activation
4. Engagement Phase Two - Community Review of Draft Report
Northern Grampians Shire to provide draft report to the Council and
community for comment and feedback.

2. Engagement Phase One - Targeted Consultation

• Visit of RDG Consultant to St Arnaud and Stawell.
This visit included;
✓ A visual audit of retailers in Stawell and St Arnaud
✓ Fit for Business training sessions for retailers
✓ Breakfast event on the Future of Retail
• Discussions were held with;
✓ Stawellbiz
✓ Retailers from Stawell and St Arnaud
✓ Northern Grampians Shire Councillors, Executive Leadership and
Senior Leadership teams, and officers in Economic Development,
Planning and Infrastructure
✓ Regional Development Victoria
✓ Grampians Tourism
✓ Wimmera Development Association
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5. Engagement Phase Three
Recruit and appoint Retail Taskforce in Stawell and St Arnaud to implement
action plan

Begin by defining the
point of difference
planning for the
townships
• Create areas of common zonal usage to assist the respective townships to
increase visitation and the beginning of a brand differentiation (Reference
Task 3.8). Such as:
• Heritage/history destinations.
• Food/local cuisine/produce and cafes.
• Arts and crafts.
• Public Art and Arts and Culture Program.
• Enhance the gateway to the Stawell township to entice travellers on the
Western Highway to venture to the heart of Stawell.
• Consider reviewing gateways to the St Arnaud township.
• Create an event strategy - Markets/Fairs. (Reference Task 2.14)
• For each town
• Targeted at tourists
• Targeted at local residents
• Create a retail co-op area (retail incubation) for local and imported start up
retailers – showcasing local design, artisans, curios. (Reference Task 3.6)
• Review ease of access – parking, transport, location of stores. (Reference
Task 2.13)
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Consider the role of
Council
➢ The role of Council in influencing/managing the state
of the amenities.
➢ The role of Council to lead momentum for a district
retail strategy.
➢ Relationship between the landlords, retailers and
Council to manage the following:
• Increasing demand for retail space (activating
demand).
• Standard facades and shop fronts.
• Shop lighting and treatments.
• Sub standard retail offers.
➢ Commercial leasing choice of retailers – town and
precinct planning focus.
➢ Role of Council to influence desirable retail precinct
characteristics.
Understanding Council’s role in influencing the
retail strategy and deployment is important as it
will be pivotal in the change management required.
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Consider the role of
private business and
the community
The responsibility for positive change lies with all
stakeholders in each town.
Change cannot be successful if done by one party
alone. Main Street America acknowledges that “neither
a public or private sector can single-handedly revitalise
a commercial district“.
It is key that local businesses and the community
are also proactive in this proposed change.
Defining the role of private business and the community
in this program is key.
• Demonstration of local business investment in
the development will be key to additional
investment from external sources. This
investment may be in terms of time, skills
development, cooperation or initiative.
• Appetite of the local community to support
new events and initiatives will give confidence
to external investors (e.g new retailers) that
the vision can become a reality.
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What is our retail
vision?
To begin this process we need to develop a
differentiated brand vision for St Arnaud and Stawell.
This vision speaks to all stakeholders from existing
retailers to proposed retailers.
Questions include:
•
Where do we see St Arnaud and Stawell retail in 5
years time?
•
What is our vision and plan over this period?
•
What will be the brand of these precincts?
•
What will our strengths and unique differentiators
be?
•
How will this integrate with tourism? Civic
improvement?
•
How shall we resource the strategy deployment?
•
What resources and calibration will we require?
•
What gaps do we need to close in our tenancy
offers?
•
What is the voice of our customers to inform this
strategy?
•
How will we measure our success?
•
How will we develop and bring this strategy to life?
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Initial Audit
Common points for both townships
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Fit for Business™ Audit
Both townships need to deliver a master strategy that is integrated in its vision and deployment with all activities, such as tourism, town planning and
commercial considerations, including retail metrics, to enable a cohesive retail strategy to be formed.
Retail activity needs to be more vibrant and event focussed, facilitating more consumer visitation, spend and dwell time whilst catering for functional retail
requirements of its residents and attract retail tourist spend. This will strengthen the quality and attraction of retailers existing and desired.
This is critical to attracting new vibrant retailers at commercially attractive rates, a vision and strategy with a clear deployment resource shows
prospective and existing retailers of the direction and resource.
Integration with tourism is key as it’s creating a strong point of differentiation and destination strategy for the township.
Retailer viability is key to building a foundation retail offer as it is attracting new retailers who will invest in the respective areas. To make this investment
retailers will need to be a relevant part of the mix.

Metrics such as sales, sales per square metre, customer transaction counts and rental to sales (occupancy) are important criteria in retailer performance
to survive, attract and grow new retailers. This will require concerted differentiation and promotion coupled with a relevant retailer offering.
A clear district point of difference strategy for each township is the foundation to attract patronage by consumers and in turn retailers.
(Reference Task 1.1)
Understanding resident and tourist consumer insights would be a central element to developing appropriate retail destination strategy (Reference Task
3.4). Including understanding:

• Residents - Current consumption patterns, escape spending, paths to purchase, retailer gap perception and frequency ratios.
• Tourists
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- Perceptions, gaps, path to visitation/purchase expectations and awareness.

Fit for Business™ Audit
To understand “What is the brand of St Arnaud/Stawell?”
This stage is to understand that the township retail offer needs to serve its local residents functionally and equally – with a decided skew to a relevant
demographic – in mix of retailers – and to also consider how to arrest and reduce escape spending by its residents.

Each township needs to be treated as a brand- with a clear defining point of difference, unique characteristics, and emotional attributes – a clear reason
to visit and dwell.
What is the town known for? How does this positioning add to the Grampians brand strategy?
What is the unique point of difference as a township? What is its brand positioning? What is the community known for?
There is no particular brand attributes for the township apparent.

Simultaneously, the retail offer needs to reflect a brand destination strategy servicing its residential primary market and providing a destination offer to a
growing Grampians Tourism sector (+22% on prior year). This requires a comprehensive and evidence based understanding the wants and needs of the
tourism market currently visiting and whom we are targeting in the Grampians destination plan (lifestyle leaders). (Reference Task 3.4)
Facilitated brand building workshops would be beneficial both as a conduit to the retail strategy and to assist in all “emotionalising” of
communications. (Reference Task 1.1)
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Hygiene factors
Getting some quick wins
Not all directly retail related, but they do impact on the amenity of an area and
dwell time:
• Cleanliness/cleaning of footpaths, shop fronts and public spaces. The
streetscape would benefit from a clean, mainly apparent in the shop fronts
and overhead. (Reference Task 2.3)
• Areas with canopy trees are generally nice streets to be in. This should be
replicated in streets lacking street trees to make them more inviting to
pedestrians. Creating green spaces and focal softening. (Reference Task
2.4)
• Facades of some buildings are beginning to look tired. Building owners and
leasing agents need to raise the bar on the presentation of their buildings.
Council to consider a commercial building improvement program in
partnership with landlords and estate agents. (Reference Task 2.5)
• Council to take greater influence in lease and commercial presentation of
shops, where possible. (Reference Task 2.6)
• Consistent application of trading hours matters and is an issue when
attempting to draw increased visitation both locally and in tourism.
(Reference Task 2.7)
• Improvement of current visual merchandising skills. (Reference Task 2.9)
• Implementation of retail operational improvement –Business action plans.
(Reference Task 2.10)
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Understanding the target consumer
segments
For each town it is important to understand who are the key customers, what are their drivers and needs
and how are they catered for and equally not catered for (Reference Task 3.4).

Residents
Main Demographics
50+

✓
✓
✓
✓
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Medical
Health focussed
Cafes
Long dwell retail

Tourists
25-45

Secondary

Single

Families

✓
✓
✓
✓

Lower socio
economic

Value retail
Child friendly
Event focussed
This is the segment that is
underrepresented in current
offer and provisionally core to
escape spending

*Tourist demographic taken from 2013 qualitative study

Couple
✓
✓
✓
✓

45+

High disposable
income

Outdoor lifestyle
Main activity – Walking/Hiking
Main spend – Restaurants and Bars
Enjoy events, experiences e.g retail
related to outdoor lifestyle, themed
events (local food and wine), curio
retail, local produce, independent

Leisure
✓
✓

Main spend –
Restaurants and bars
Interested in lifestyle
retail – browsing –
antiques, crafts, local,
independent

Development of a Retail Taskforce
Engaging the community to the vision and to its deployment is a critical step:
Involving:
• The formation of a Retail Taskforce to oversee and contribute to the plan milestones
• To work as representatives of the strategy and its deployment amongst the retail community
• To assist in the development of a retail events and promotions calendar and its deployment
• To provide the township retail “voice” back to Council
• Liaison and invitation to subject matter experts in retail, property, civic planning

Notes:
➢ Retail Taskforce guidelines and rules of engagement to be developed
➢ Including 12 month appointments
➢ Subject matter experts engaged where appropriate
➢ Representatives of Council and Grampians Tourism
➢ Reference Task 1.3
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Building and Deploying the Events
and Promotional Calendar
In conjunction with Council, Grampians Tourism, and the Retail Taskforce, would be the formation of a yearly retail events and promotional calendar
(Reference Task 2.14).
❑ Developed within the business strategy for the township and orchestrated by the retail taskforce.
❑ This schedule is to plan across the year to produce category, season and timing of campaigns
❑ Orchestrating retailer “tie in” to promotions
❑ Negotiating retailer contributions, where possible, to campaigns
❑ To be evaluated in a systematic and transparent approach. This may involve;
• Determination of key metrics to be measured
• Retailers providing sales data and metrics to determine promotion effectiveness
• Review ownership by Retail Taskforce
• Independent and centralised collection and interpretation of data to determine effectiveness.
Consider the detailed follow up including promotional tie in with;
• Council divisions
• Retail Taskforce
• Retailers (promotional tie in)

• Media where appropriate
Will require possible deployment of existing Council resource or additional resource required.
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Community style retail
and events
To expand into the tourism market and attract the target demographic
segments as listed on page 15 a retail strategy including local,
independent, community style retail in conjunction with an event based
retail is required.
Dwelling style retail (such as local boutiques, art, cafes) is important as
this slows down foot traffic, builds rapport and relationships. Offering a
uniqueness for the town, built upon relationship with customers and high
satisfaction.
Examples of recommended retail offerings for this market include;
• Independently owned boutiques
• Locally produced art and craft
• Local produce (food and drink)
• Retail focussed on the local heritage of each township, sourcing local
produce.
It is important to understand the demographic of current tourist
and desired tourist to enable scheduling of events to have
optimum impact. (Reference Task 3.4) Events can then be developed
to attract the desired demographic of ‘lifestyle leaders’. Consider
working closely with Grampians Tourism to gain better insight in to this
market.
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Event Considerations
Page 15 underlines the importance of an event calendar for each
town. This should have a focus on different styles of retail to promote.
(Reference Task 2.13)
Looking at specific events for both residents and tourists.
This will create opportunities for repeat visitation.
Creating themes for each event will allow specific local retailers to be
showcased.
Given the popularity of the Stawell Gift and the development of the
Grampians Peaks Trail– other event strategies with similar outdoor
focus should be considered incorporating local retail to bring visitors to
the town (e.g walk and wine)

A local co-operative style retail would be beneficial – this would
give the opportunity for start up businesses and local producers
to flourish without the large overheads. It would also provide a
differentiated focal point for customer visitation. (Reference Task
3.6).

Country
Supermarkets

Detailed Retail Space
Analysis
Further detailed retail space analysis can be achieved with specific data (such as space
utilised and sales) held by existing retailers and in some cases the property managers or
owners.

This information will be an important tool for attracting prospective retailers to the towns.
This table shows the expected moving annual turnover per square metre (MA$PSQM) for
similar towns and can be used as a baseline for comparison. This is a retail metric used to
measure sales of a business.
To collate and assess this information will require a dedicated study involving meetings with
retailers, agents and property managers.
• Sales analysis requires an analysis of sales by each retailer.
• Rental occupancy analysis requires an analysis of rental paid for each tenancy.
• Gross margin is also useful, however historically harder to obtain.
This data will be required to complete a floor space analysis including productivity of the space,
analysis of the total floor space and sales achieved, currently occupied by retail.
One consideration is the role of Council and/or the Retail Taskforce in collating, analysing and
utilising this data.

MA $PSQM
$9,765

FASHION
Lingerie
Men's
Unisex
Children's
Handbags and Luggage
FOOTWEAR
Women's
General
Children's, incl school
Sporting
All Jewelry
LEISURE
Books
Card and Gifts
News Agents
Sport
Toys and Hobbies
Discount Variety
HEALTH AND BEAUTY
Pharmacy, incl PBS & lotto
Hairdressers
All Homewares
Phones / Accessories
Music / Video
Photographic
FOOD RETAIL
Butcher
Bakeries
Fruit and Veg.
Delicatessen
All Health Foods
Tobacco/ Gifts
Liquor
FOOD CATERING
Takeaway
Café
Restaurants

$5,478
$5,425
$4,722
$4,384
$3,359
$5,879
$6,313
$8,316
$9,224
$10,099
$10,916
$8,979
$8,489
$7,709
$5,013
$6,240
$4,139
$11,302
$10,480
$5,116
$10,977
$12,374
$11,459
$14,771
$11,634
$13,642
$20,716
$13,669
$11,803
$9,279
$8,639
$13,367
$4,606

*Sample sales per square metre data

Reference Task 3.3
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$6,836
3834
3798
3305
3069
2351
4115
0
4419
5821
6456
7069
7641
0
6285
5942
5396
3509
4368
2897
0
7911
7336
0
3581
7684
8662
8021
0
10340
8144
9550
14501
9568
8262
6495
0
6048
9357
3224

Retail Event And
Promotions Co-ordinator
This role may be re-deploy or acquire new headcount. Job
scope may include;
• Assist taskforce in deployment.
• Retail Training - e.g. visual merchandising.
• Assist in a St Arnaud and Stawell look – compliance.
• Events and category promotions.

To motivate retailers typically involves very active “hands
on” involvement. Coordinating strategy (role of association),
creating and coordinating promotions, talking regularly with
retailers, strong liaison with tourism and other Council
channels, acting as a “boundary rider” between Council and
retailers. We would encourage Council to consider this.

• Liaison with districts tourism.
• Retail look and feel.
• Working with the retail associations and coordinating the
retail offer.
• Retailer awards program.
• Liaising with commercial leasing.
• Develop retail compliance criteria for incoming and existing
merchants.
• Sunday trading promotion/ensuring consistent trading.
• Website management.
(Reference Task 2.11)
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Consideration needs to be given to this activity in the
deployment of strategy going forward.
We understand that deployment of existing resource may be
the first option and accordingly recommend that Council
consider this within existing headcount

Stawell
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Stawell Resident
Demographics
• Population Circa 8,000
• Age skew to 50 years +
• Lower than average % of families
• Mainly English/Australian background and language
• Lower than average disposable income

Age - %
under 20
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70+

Stawell Victoria Australia
%
%
%
Family households
61.4
70.8
71.3
Single (or lone) person households
34.9
24.7
24.4
Group households
3.7
4.5
4.3
Household composition

Ancestry, top responses
English
Australian
Scottish
Irish
German
Median weekly incomes
People aged 15 years and over
Personal
Family
Household
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* Source Census 2016 Data

Stawell Victoria Australia
%
%
%
20.9
24.3
24.8
11.2
14.4
13.8
9.4
14.4
14
11.9
13.6
13.6
14.2
12.4
12.7
14.8
10.3
10.7
17.7
10.7
10.6

Stawell Victoria Australia
33.4
22.6
25
33.1
21.1
23.3
7.8
6.3
6.4
7.4
7.6
7.6
3.9
2.6
3.1

Stawell

Victoria Australia

523
1,278

644
1,715

662
1,734

928

1,419

1,438

Stawell

Development opportunities

Audit of Current Retail
Product Offering
Note: This audit focused on the town centre and “Main Street”.
• The retail offering was functional but lacking depth in its
aspirational offer.
• It appeared quite fragmented and lacking a master tenancy plan
and thematic.
• Reasonable retailing standards – Visual merchandise and shop
keeping standards were not of a high appeal.
• More than a dozen specialty retailers cover a range of fashion,
jewelry, footwear, crafts, sporting/camping goods, florist,
furniture, electrical and auto. (See page 24 for list)

• National brands like Cotton On, Just Jeans, Portman's and Smiggle could
trade successfully, if low overhead (Rent/freight) and could be approached
in a targeted tenancy mix strategy.
• Currently offering is targeted to dominant resident demographic segments
– hence escape spending is occurring with less represented segments
(Families, younger). Opportunity to target this segment.
• Additional older men’s and ladies fashion shops for the current dominant
demographic.
• A small DDS – Target country/Best and less or similar. (Review of reasons
for closure of previous Target Country should be made)
• A discount supermarket – e.g Aldi

• Distinct lack of fashion, contemporary homewares and value
merchandising.

• Increase artisan crafts/homewares and local co op retail to increase dwell
time and appeal to tourist segment.

• Services include 3 hairdressers and 2 beauticians.

• Target/current tourism demographic not catered for. Increase in
restaurants, cafes, outdoor stores and speciality events to appeal to this
segment.

• Generally the retailers have a lack of online presence to
promote their offer to potential customers.
• Very functional retail, lacks a clear destination offering for target
/current tourist demographic.
• No obvious links to overall Grampians Tourism strategy.
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• Greater increase in aspirational retail, ladies fashion, homewares, local
artisan and designer product building on the tourist retail would be
important.

• Build on the thematic of the Grampians Tourism – e.g Grampians peak trail
– Retail and event strategy to link to this main attraction.

Stawell

Retail Space Analysis: Stawell
Identified gaps in the current tenancy mix, based on
RDG’s work with similar townships and online data
available at the time are;
• Additional fresh food –organic.
• A regional discount department store or large price
driven value retailer would be high on the priorities, as
price driven retail would slow escape spending to other
areas such as Horsham.
• More café and restaurant options would bring more
customers to the main street and support the retail
precinct.
• Retail offers that build upon the consumer dwell time
including:
➢ Cafes, book shops, local artisan (fashion/home ware
/collectibles) are all important to be on the main
street, closely together and in doing so provide a
valuable cultural (tourism) and community presence.
• Specific tourism related stores
• The central reason for recommending multiples in a
category is driven by trying to achieve category
ownership and differentiation over time.
Note: This audit focused on the town centre and “Main Street” however RDG
acknowledges another supermarket in the township outside the main precinct.
RDG classified businesses according to data available at time of writing and
inline with common practise.

Retailers - Stawell

Current

Gap? (y/n)

banking

2

n

bank

2

n

beauty

4

y

beauty spa

1

y

hair salon

3

y(mens)

café/restaurant

5

y

café

4

y

restaurant

1

y

community

1

y

club

1

n

fashion

5

y (younger demographic)

baby clothing

1

n

clothing mens

1

n

footwear

1

n

clothing - Surf / Outdoors

1

n

clothing - Womens

1

y

food

8

y (Grocer/ Organic)

bakery

2

n

butcher

1

n

supermarket

2

n

fast food

3

n

National brands will be attracted once the foundation
level retail is in place, this may require incubation and
initial marketing support.
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This audit was conducted in April 2018, RDG acknowledges that there may have been changes to retail activity since that time

Retailers - Stawell
health
pharmacy
household
appliance store
furniture
home goods
homewares
rainwater tank suppliers
music, arts, crafts
crafts
music
service
florist
newsagent
post office
speciality
auto parts
bicycle store
book store
jewellers
video store
gaming
sporting/camping
camping / outdoor
sporting goods / Fishing / Tackle
sportswear

Current
2
2
6
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
5
2
2
1
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1

Gap? (y/n)
n
n
y (DDS)
n
n
n
n
n
y (art, crafts, browsing)
y
n
y (dry cleaners / cobblers)
n
n
n
y (Tourism / Children)
n
n
n
n
n
n
y
y
y
n

Stawell

Retail Gap Analysis
Development opportunities for Stawell*
Gaps to fulfil

Year 1
Café
Beauticians
Camping/outdoor
Ladies fashion – Older
Barber (contemporary)
Discounter (e.g. Target country)
Youth fashion (e.g. Cotton On)
Local produce/Artisan retail (Coop)
Craft/antiques/market style
Tourism type retail

Year 2
Restaurant x 1
Artisan products
Fruit/Vegies
Children (e.g. Smiggle)
Youth fashion (e.g. Just Jeans)
Men’s youth fashion (x1)
Regional hardware
Tourism type retail
Development of camping/outdoor
category
Accommodation

Year 3
Restaurant x 2
Cafe eateries
Wine bar style
Tourism type retail
Super Cheap retail
Outdoor/Bike retail

*This would be further credentialled through a consumer insights/research study (Reference Task 3.4)
This audit was conducted in April 2018, RDG acknowledges that there may have been changes to retail activity since that time
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Stawell

Attracting retailers to Stawell
Opportunities
1.

Clear vision and attraction strategy to be developed

2.

Appealing to the family aspect to lower escape spending

3.

Development of a distinct theme for the retail precinct e.g. outdoors

4.

Expand browsing style retailers for both local dwell and tourism (22% increase year on year) appeal – e.g arts, crafts, antiques, Co op retailing

5.

Outdoor tourism is high and forecast to increase in future.

6.

34% increase in tourist retail spend over 2012-2016 in main areas of restaurants/cafes

7.

Broaden range of value merchandise e.g. Best and Less/Aldi

8.

Prominence of existing gateway to Stawell from Western Highway

Barriers
1. Limited local employees of necessary standard
2. Lack of current tourism activation
3. Lack of tourism accommodation and facilities
4. No current brand awareness
5. No overarching strategy or unified vision
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Stawell

Specific categories to consider for Stawell?
EXPERIENTIAL
(not applicable)
e.g. premium fashion, athleisure.

ASPIRATIONAL
•
•
•
•
•
•

Artisan crafts/Arts/tourism/Antiques
Mid market men’s and women fashion
Incubation design retail, galleries
Children’s retail (Toys, clothes etc)
Camping and Outdoors
Restaurants/Bars for tourism target
segment

FUNCTIONAL
•
•
•
•

Cafes (with seating)
Co op retailers – artisan
Fruit and Vegetable
Medical centre – potential
pharmacy
• Services – Barber - Beauty
• DDS – Value Merchandise
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discount

St Arnaud
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Age

St Arnaud Resident
Demographics

under 20
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70+

• Population Circa 3,500

Ancestry, top responses

• Age skew to 50 years +

Australian
English
Scottish
Irish
German

• Lower than average % of families
• Mainly English/Australian background and language
• Lower than average disposable income

St Arnaud %

Personal
Family
Household
Household composition
Family households
Single (or lone) person
households
Group households

* Source Census 2016 Data

St Arnaud
%
33
32.4
10.5
9.5
2.8

24.3
14.4
14.4
13.6
12.4
10.3
10.7

24.8
13.8
14
13.6
12.7
10.7
10.7

Victoria Australia
%
%
21.1
22.6
6.3
7.6
2.6

23.3
25
6.4
7.6
3

Median weekly incomes
People aged 15 years and over
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19
9.4
7.3
11.5
14.1
16.8
22

Victoria Australia
%
%

St Arnaud Victoria Australia
%
%
%
473
1,135
814
St Arnaud
%

644
1,715
1,419

662
1,734
1,438

Victoria Australia
%
%

55.9

70.8

71.3

41.2

24.7

24.4

2.9

4.5

4.3

St Arnaud

Audit of Current Retail
Product Offering
Note: This audit focused on the town centre and “Main Street”.
The retail mix in St Arnaud seems reasonable for a small town.
The basics of Supermarkets, Pharmacy, Newsagent, Bakery,
Butcher and Banks mean that residents would not generally
need to leave the town for the basics they need.

Functional retail and services such as butchers, pharmacists,
supermarkets, post office ideally need to be closely situated
together for local residents, (especially given the aged skew
within the demographics).
No obvious point of difference for the town.
No tourism focussed retail.

Ways to do this include;
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Stores to attract tourists such as antiques, gifts and local produce or crafts.
Heritage/history destinations.
Artisan crafts
Cafes and food offers (key area to attract tourism)
Additional “browsing categories” such as art/books
Local wines and providores retailer

Current demographics skew towards older/single – retail offering could be
expanded for this in terms of;
➢ Fashion/wellness/spas
➢ Medical centre/support
➢ 2nd pharmacy

Overall low standard of current retailing. Cleanliness, content
and capability.

Capitalise on close proximity to Silo Art Trail and consider St Arnaud as a starting
point or gateway to the trail in any town branding exercises.

Low awareness of target tourist customer.

Consider introducing a public arts and culture program as a unique identifier for the
town - encouraging public art, and the development of the arts and culture
community in the township.

Limited range of clothing and general merchandise on offer.
Lack of innovation in retail offering – such as online offers,
local marketing campaigns.
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Development Opportunities
There is an opportunity to strengthen the historic links with the town and build on
the emotional link for tourists and guests.

St Arnaud

Retail Space Analysis: St Arnaud
Identified gaps in the current tenancy mix, based on
RDG’s work with similar townships and online data
available at the time are;
• Retail offers that build upon the consumer dwell time
including:
➢ Cafes, book shops, local artisan (fashion/ home
ware/collectibles) are all important to be on the main
street, closely together and in doing so provide a valuable
cultural (tourism) and community presence.
• Café and restaurants seem limited. Main street cafes are
popular with customers as they represent the central activity
of the town.
• Wellness is are under represented.
• Stores to attract tourists such as antiques, arts and crafts,
gifts and local produce or crafts, heritage/history
destinations.
• Food/local cuisine/produce and cafes.
• The central reason for recommending multiples in a
category is driven by trying to achieve category ownership
and differentiation over time.
Note: This audit focused on the main retail precinct, however RDG acknowledges
there are additional businesses outside the this precinct including another
hairdresser, a milk bar/mixed business, four additional accommodation providers,
and another pub.
RDG classified businesses according to data available at time of writing and inline
with common practise.
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Retailers - St Arnaud
Banking

Current
4

Gap? (y/n)
n

Bank

4

n

Café / Retaurant

2

y

Café
Bar / Pub

1
1

y
y

Community

4

n

Community Centre
Op Shop

1
3

n
n

Fashion

3

y

Mens Fashion
Mixed Fashion

1
1

n
n

Womans Fashion

1

y

Food

8

y (Organic)

Bakery
Butcher
Supermarket
Fast Food
Fruit and Vegetables

1
2
1
3
1

n
n
n
n
n

Hair & Beauty

5

n

Beautician
Hairdressers

2
3

n
n

Health

3

n

Dentists
Gym
Pharmacy

1
1
1

n
n
n

This audit was conducted in April 2018, RDG acknowledges that there may have been changes to retail activity since that time

Retailers - St Arnaud
Household
Furniture
Hardware
Music / art / crafts
Craft
Music
Services
Laundromat
Newsagent
Post Office
Taxi
Florists
Speciality
Antiques
Funeral Services
Gifts
Jewellers
Legal
Real Estate
Embroidery
Picture Framers
Party Supplies
Sporting / Camping
Camping and Outdoor
Sportswear
Tourism
Hotel
Museum

Current
3
2
1
2
1
1
6
1
1
1
1
2
13
1
1
1
1
3
3
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1

Gap? (y/n)
y (homewares)
n
n
y (tourism focus)
y
n
y (Cobbler)
n
n
n
n
n
y
y
n
y
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
y
n
y

St Arnaud

Retail Gap Analysis

Development opportunities – St Arnaud*
Gaps to fulfil

Year 1
Bookshop (with café internal)
Street facing café with street
seating
Local co op St Arnaud
Designers, art, fashion,
photography, artisan craft,
Homewares
Ladies fashion (older)
Food provedore (with some
organic)
Gourmet pizza/italian style
café

Year 2
Additional café
Restaurant x1
Homewares/gift wares
Local produce/artisan
Tourism retail - small
tenancy
Local fashion boutiques
Wellness

Year 3
Restaurant x2
Homewares
Wine bar
Accommodation/tourism

*This would be further credentialled through a consumer insights/research study (Reference Task 3.4)
This audit was conducted in April 2018, RDG acknowledges that there may have been changes to retail activity since that time
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St Arnaud

Attracting retailers to St Arnaud
Opportunities
1.

Operating attraction strategy to be developed – local charm, uniqueness

2.

Development of restaurant/café scene on the main precinct

3.

Dedicated tourism stores and information to attract current high tourism audience

4.

Lack of baseline online skills – social media, website – quick wins here

5.

Good existing services to attract local retail, additional retailers to increase dwell time will benefit the town.

6.

Public arts and culture program as a unique identifier for the town, tying into the Silo Art Trail.

Barriers
1. Lower skill level of some current retailers store appearance and staff service skills.
2. Limited local employees of necessary standard
3. Lack of current tourism activation
4. No current differentiation to larger towns
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St Arnaud

Specific categories to consider for St Arnaud?
EXPERIENTIAL
(not applicable) e.g. premium fashion,
sports/athleisure.

ASPIRATIONAL
• Artisan crafts/Arts
• Mid market men’s and women fashion
• Incubation design retail, galleries,
book shops, township point of
difference, restaurants.

FUNCTIONAL
• Cafes (with seating)
• Restaurants
• Beauty and Hairdressers
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3 year plan
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Priorities, level of complexity, resourcing

Implementation
Actions
In setting implementation actions, we adopted a 1 – 3 construct:
▪ 1. Immediate:
now - 90 days
▪ 2. Medium:
3-6 months
▪ 3. Longer term: 1–3 years
Each action point/priority is also marked with regards to its level of difficulty to
implement:
▪ L (low complexity)/M (medium complexity)/H (high complexity)
For each action there is an outline solution and an indication of the resourcing for each, according to
this key:
▪WIP (work-in-progress): Council can implement a solution with in-house resources (RDG can contribute
in an advisory capacity if required).
▪ASSIST: RDG has a service/solution to assist.
▪PROVIDE: RDG can provide material/templates without enhancement or development.
▪OUTSOURCE: Council RDG to find contractor.
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1. Strategic Action Plan
This plan includes overarching tasks that will have an influence on both the Retail Activation Plan and the Retail Investment Attraction Plan.
#

Task

Ref

Priority/
complexity

Resourcing
Lead

1.1

Define the retail vision for the townships
• Initial strategy workshop with Grampians Tourism,
town planning, regional development.
• Building the brand attributes and point of difference
characteristics for each township to attract both
consumers and retailers.

Page
7-10

Immediate/
Medium

1.2

Develop and refine the townships retail strategy
• 5 year window with strategic milestones.
• An element of this strategic plan should be informed
by consumer research understanding both
residential and tourism drivers.

Page
7-10

1.3

• Develop criteria for Retail Taskforce
• Create a Retail Taskforce.
• Taskforce guidelines to be established – Noting that the
structure of the vision/strategy, deployment will need to be
largely communicated with prior.

Page
16

1.4

1.5
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Resourcing Partner/s

Town

Timescales

NGSC

Grampians Tourism,
Planning,
Stawellbiz, Retail
Taskforce

Both

1st December 2018
to 30th April 2018

Immediate
/Medium

NGSC

Grampians Tourism,
Planning,
Stawellbiz, Retail
Taskforce, Real Estate
Agents, Landlords to list
of proposed partners

Both

1 December 2018
– 30 April 2018

Immediate/
Low

NGSC

RDG can assist

One for
each

1st November 2018
– 31st December
2018

• Implement Current Retail activation plan

High/ High

NGSC

Various

Both

1st December 2018
to 31st December
2021

• Implement Retail Investment Attraction Plan

High/ High

NGSC

Various

Both

1st December 2018
to 31st December
2021

Task

How to address opportunities and
barriers to attracting retailers to
Stawell?
Opportunities
1. Clear vision and attraction strategy developed – a workshop approach to determine the point of difference and key heritage themes for each town.
Reference Task 1.1
2. Appealing to the family aspect to lower escape spending – Identification and approach of family focussed value retailers. Family focussed event
strategy to be developed.
3. Development of a distinct theme for the retail precinct e.g outdoors – Building on the main focus of walking for tourists in the local area.
Identification and approach of outdoor focussed retailers. Provisional for an outdoor retail event to commence to show the appetite for the offering
within the town
4. Expand browsing style retailers for both local dwell and tourism (22% increase on previous year) appeal – e.g arts, crafts, antiques, Co op
retailing – This is substantiated by the tourism qualitative report showcasing the needs of the target segments. Creating a cooperative style retail
environment will allow start up and independent retailers in this category to flourish
5. 34% increase in tourism retail spend over 2012-2016 in main areas of restaurants/cafes – This is also substantiated by the tourism qualitative
report showcasing the needs of the target segments. Potential opportunity for pop up food retailing, food trucks, food events to fill this initial gap. Once
these are shown to be successful this will encourage permanent food retail.
6. Broaden range of value merchandise eg Best and Less/Aldi – Approach potential value retailers showing current gap in market.
7. Prominence of existing gateway to Stawell from Western Highway – Review and implement ways to attract tourists into the town from the
Western Highway.
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How to address opportunities and
barriers to attracting retailers to
Stawell?
Barriers
1. Limited local employees of necessary standard – development of a cooperative style retail will allow for training and nurturing of local talent.
Provision or recommendation of online and face to face training will also benefit.
2. Lack of current tourism activation – Identification of the focal points of difference for each town will allow for development of a tourism focal point
(Reference task 1.1). Once this is established creation of an events calendar (Reference Task 2.14) in conjunction with Grampians Tourism will create
increased tourist visitation.
3. Lack of tourism accommodation and facilities – This should be the focus of Grampians Tourism and these plans should be formulated in an easy
to understand information pack for potential retailers.
4. No current brand awareness – Development of clear understanding of what the Stawell brand and point of difference is. (Reference Task 1.1).
5. No overarching strategy or unified vision – Development of a clear retail strategy for the town (Reference Task 1.2).
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How to address opportunities and
barriers to attracting retailers to St
Arnaud?
Opportunities
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
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Operating attraction strategy to be developed – local charm, uniqueness – a workshop approach to determine the point of difference and key
heritage themes for each town. Reference Task 1.1
Development of restaurant/café scene on the main precinct – addition of another café and restaurant offering due to very limited current
availability. This is backed up by tourism data showing main tourist spend is on food/beverage.
Dedicated tourism stores and information to attract current high tourism audience – Currently no obvious link to the heritage of the town,
however strong links to gold mining so would have a natural draw for tourists. Utilising this knowledge the development of tourist information and
store, and supported by council, would be beneficial to drive tourist visitation.
Lacking of baseline online skills – social media, website – quick wins here – Providing support to existing retailers to upskill in this category will
advance the baseline and showcase to potential retailers that the standard is acceptable.
Good existing services to attract local retail, additional retailers to increase dwell time will benefit the town. – A good baseline exists which
will attract potential retailers. Showcasing this base level of services to new retailers will assist in acquiring dwell style retail.
Public arts and culture program as a unique identifier for the town, tying into the Silo Art Trail. – Developing this program will then attract
retailers in the art and culture category. This will add a uniqueness for the town and an opportunity to activate tourism interest.

How to address opportunities and
barriers to attracting retailers to St
Arnaud?
Barriers
1. Lower skill level of current retailers and staff – Providing incentives or assistance for current retailers to upskill their current staff – this will
increase the potential pool of skills for the region, in turn benefiting potential retails.
2. Limited local employees of necessary standard – development of a cooperative style retail will allow for training and nurturing of local talent.
Provision or recommendation of online and face to face training will also benefit.
3. Lack of current tourism activation – Identification of the focal points of difference for each town will allow for development of a tourism focal point
(see task 1.1). Once this is established creation of an events calendar (Reference Task 2.14) in conjunction with Grampians Tourism will create an
increased tourist visitation.
4. No current differentiation to larger towns – develop a point of difference for St Arnaud (Reference Task 1.1) and showcase this in future marketing
and planning.
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2. Current Retail Activation Plan
Resourcing
Partner/s

High /
Low

NGSC

Real Estate
Agents,
Landlords

Both

1st March
2019 - 31
March 2020

Page 8

High /
High

NGSC

Real Estate
Agents,
Landlords

Both

1st March
2019 – 31st
March 2021

Cleaning of footpaths, shop fronts and public spaces

Page
14

Immediat
e / Low

TBC from
2.1

Retail
Taskforce

Both

1st May 2019
– 31st July
2019

Review streetscaping program:
- Track status and stages of current streetscape projects
- Current/Planned Infrastructure projects
- Current/Planned Parks and Gardens projects
- Current/Planned urban design projects inc Placemaking
- Current service delivery re: Council asset maintenance/cleaning
Prioritise above projects in line with Retail Strategies and Capital Works projects thorough engagement with internal stakeholders

Page
14

Medium /
Low

NGSC

Both

1st February
2019 – 28th
February
2021

Task

Ref

2.1

Council to consider developing a policy around responsibility for main street hygiene
factors, shopfront restoration programs

Page 8

2.2

Council to consider developing a policy around planning scheme amendments affecting
look, feel and property rating.
Council to consider developing policy to hold landlords accountable to the presentation
and state of retail/commercial premises. Consider;
• Additional or increased rates for vacant commercial buildings in main streets.
• Additional or increased rates for buildings used predominantly for residential
purposes in a commercial zone.
• Additional rate apportioned to commercial buildings in the main retail precincts to help
fund retail taskforce programs and projects.
• Additional or increased rates for retail premises which are in disrepair or adversely
affecting retail operators or potential retail investment
• Planning Scheme amendment to align and consolidate 'neighborhood character' in
line with retail area, or schedule/clause to Commercial Zone.

2.3

2.4
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Priority /
complex
ity

Resourcing
Lead

#

Town

Timescales

2. Current Retail Activation Plan
Priority /
complexity

Resourcing
Lead

Resourcing
Partner/s

Page 14

Medium /
High

TBC from
2.1

Determination of Council’s role in lease
negotiations and retail strategy

Page 8

Immediate /
Low

2.7

Consistent application of trading hours

Page 14

2.8

Development of strategy (inc training, liaising
with TAFE) to attract and retain talent in the
retail sector
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#

Task

Reference

2.5

Ongoing painting, maintenance and upgrades
program
• Appointment of project leader
• Determine building priority
• Contact building owners

2.6
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Town

Timescales

Retail
Taskforce

Both

1st September 2019
– 30th September
2021

NGSC

Real Estate
Agents

Both

1st February 2019 –
30th September 2020

Immediate /
Low

Retail
Taskforce

NGSC.
Stawellbiz

Both

1st Feb 2019 – 31st
March 2019

Medium /
High

NGSC

Retail
Taskforce

Both

1st January 2020 –
30th September 2021

2. Current Retail Activation Plan
Priority/
complexity

Resourcing
Lead

Page 14

Medium /
Medium

NGSC

Business diagnostic improvement:
Action plans for identified retailers that
need immediate assistance

Page 14

Immediate/
Low

NGSC

2.11

Online marketing training including
website, social media, building a
database
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Immediate/
Low

2.12

Review ease of access – parking,
transport, location of stores.
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Medium/Low

#

Task

Reference

2.9

Visual Merchandise training

2.10
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Resourcing
Partner/s

Town

Timescales

Both

1st July 2019 – 30th June
2020

Retail
Taskforce

Both –
Retailers as
identified as
in need

1st July 2019 – 30th June
2020

NGSC

Retail
Taskforce

Both

1st July 2019 – 30th June
2020

NGSC

Retail
Taskforce

Both

1st Feb 2019 – 28th Feb
2020

2. Current Retail Activation Plan
Priority/
complexity

Resourcing
Lead

Page 18

Immediate /
Low

Retail
Taskforce

Page 30

Medium/Low

NGSC

#

Task

Reference

2.13

Development of a marketing and event calendar for
each town;
• Create events to increase visitation from local
residents and increase dwell time e.g summer
holidays family activities, local music/talent events
• Develop a conjoined strategy with retailers and
Council for existing high visitation periods
(Christmas, Easter, Australia Day)
• Create a 12 month plan for each town detailing
both online and offline strategies

2.14

Review ease of access – parking, transport, location
of stores.
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Resourcing
Partner/s

Retail
Taskforce

Town

Timescale
s

Both

1st April
2019 ongoing

Both

1st July
2019 –
31st July
2020

3. Retail investment attraction plan
#

Task

Ref

Priority/
complexity

Resourcing
Lead

Resourcing
Partner/s

3.1

Development of the identified retail categories for each
town. Including;
• Targeting specific retailers
• Development of zoned areas through precinct planning
• Development of specific event strategy

Page
19/27/34

Medium/Me
dium

NGSC

3.2

Undertake measurements of retail space and productivity
study
• Sales
• Sales per sq metre
• Customer transaction counts
• Rental to sales (occupancy)

Page 19

Longer
term/High

3.3

Customer research/insights to provide data on;
• Customer demand, appetite and behaviour for
potential tenants
• Tourist perceptions, gaps, paths to visitation

Page
12/13

Immediate/
Medium
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Town

Timescales

Retail
Taskforce

Both

1st April 2019 –
28th Feb 2021

Retail Taskforce

NGSC

Priority
Stawell

1st April 2019 – 28th
Feb 2021

NGSC

Grampians
Tourism

Both

1st December 2018
– 31st March 2019

3. Retail investment attraction plan
Priority/
complexity

Resourcing
Lead

Resourcing
Partner/s

Town

Timescales

Page 26

Medium /
High

Retail
Taskforce

NGSC

Both

1st January 2020 – 30th
September 2021

Creation of a retail co-op for local and imported start
up retailers:
• Research other locations which have executed this
• Consider programs and affiliations such as
RENEW Australia

Page 18

Longer term
/ High

Retail
Taskforce

NGSC

Both

1st January 2020 – 31st
December 2021
*Note: This program
will be brought forward
if there is capacity and
resources to deliver
sooner

3.6

Produce summary report which shows viability of
existing retailers through;
•
Retailer training schemes available
•
Retailer assistance provided
•
Event planning and local area marketing plans

Page
18/19/20

Immediate/
Low

Retail
Taskforce

NGSC

Both

1st December 2018 –
28th February 2019

3.7

Retail precinct planning (building on task 3.1)
•
Development of zoning and activation areas
•
This involves buy in to target categories and
creation of key zones (Food, Services, Tourism)

Page 7

Medium/
Medium

NGSC and

Retail
Taskforce

Stawell
priority

1st December 2018 –
30th June 2019

#

Task

Reference

3.4

Development of strategy (inc training, liaising with
TAFE) to attract and retain talent in the retail sector
(also in Retail Activation Plan – Task 2.8)

3.5
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Recommendations to Develop Links to
Tourism - How can we benefit from the current tourism and popularity?
1. Identify the unique characteristics of each township that would appeal to each target tourism segment.
2. Build targeted plans for each tourism segment around these unique characteristics – including specific events (local food and wine), food retailing
strategy, local/heritage retailing.
3. Development of the online presence of each town to attract tourists.
1. Improvement of current tourism websites, social media to include detailed retail offerings
2. Creation of retail offers, advertorials in conjunction with retailers for the online tourism websites and social media
3. Creation of a retail brochure including specific discounts and special offers
4. Development of a conjoined social media strategy between retailers and NGS tourism
5. Key deliverable to the business and marketing strategy
4. Create an event strategy to tie into local tourism
1. Identify current periods of peak tourism volume
2. Focussed retail events for these specific times
3. Identifying specific retailers to be involved in each campaign to tie into theme e.g Winter Wonderland, Summer walks etc
4. Develop events in conjunction with tourism to attract visitors to the region and retail
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Next Steps
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Community Feedback – St Arnaud
The Northern Grampians Shire community were given the opportunity to provide feedback on the development opportunities identified for both townships
in the report.
The following themes were identified for St Arnaud:
Township information:
• Improve information, visibility of information centre and community notice boards
Amenity:
• Provide undercover seating area for visitors to stop and eat/increase dwell time in township
Investment Attraction:
• Attract smaller manufacturer's inc. clothing, health foods, novelty food eg. boutique chocolatier, boutique bakery, or deli/smallgoods.
• Attract boutique manufacturers eg. millinery/shoes
• Provide incentives to attract new business to town
Hygiene
• Consider Council intervention in uninhabitable retail premises, empty shops, shopfront hygiene, attractive retail premises
• Footpath cleaning, general streetscape improvement and urban design, eg. street furniture, signage, bins
• Complete the St Arnaud streetscape project
Wayfinding
• Improve town entrance and tourism signage in township to promote existing tourism businesses and tourism assets (Heritage Trail)
• Improve signage for caravan parking
All of these themes were consistent with Retail Doctor Group’s findings and have been addressed in the action plans.
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Community Feedback – Stawell
The following themes were identified for Stawell:
Business management capacity of retailers
• Provide training to retail businesses to improve business management to ensure long-term sustainability and ability to thrive
• Businesses to be encouraged to have more consistent opening hours - inconsistency makes it difficult for customers and increases escape
spending online and in other townships
Customers service
• Provide customer service training to retailers to improve 'point of difference' and to inspire customer loyalty
Hygiene
• Consider Council intervention in uninhabitable retail premises, empty shops, shopfront hygiene, attractive retail premises
Investment Attraction
• Consider large discount store such as Best & Less, Aldi
• Modern wine bar
• Tourism based business inc. arts, antiques and artisan crafts
Retail Zoning
• There are too many services and offices occupying Main Street, which limits the capacity to attract and accommodate retailers
Wayfinding
• Gateway signage to township to entice travellers in to township
All of these themes were consistent with the Retail Doctor Group findings and have been addressed in the action plans.
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Next Steps
1. Commence Phase Three of Engagement: NGSC to prepare EOI and recruit Retail Taskforce for both townships.
2. Commencement of Retail Activation Plan.
3. Commencement of Retail Investment Attraction Plan.
4. Consideration to the customer exit surveys proposals to underpin strategy development recommended.

5. Implementation of the brand attributes and positioning workshops.
6. Presentation of the retail vision – developing a master plan.
7. Development of a specific integrated retail strategy for each town.
8. Development of a scope for the taskforce and selection.
9. Recruitment of a retail property manager – coordinate leasing activity/finding retailers.

10. Retail Taskforce to monitor milestones.
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This report has been produced by Retail Doctor Group based on information available at the time of publishing. We believe that the information in this report is correct and any
opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made at the time of its compilation, but no warranty is made to accuracy, reliability or completeness. No person
should act on the basis of this report without considering and if necessary taking appropriate professional advice upon their own particular circumstances. We are under no obligation
to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this report. If you receive this report in error, please do not use or disclose the contents, please delete and destroy
all copies.

Brian Walker

Suite 706, 6A Glen Street, Milsons Point NSW 2061 Phone | +61 2 9460 2882
E-mail: Brian@retaildoctor.com.au | Web: www.retaildoctor.com.au
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